2021 Seminar Catalog | Clear Call Ministries
with Benjamin Burkhardt
Greetings!
As you are laying your evangelism plans for 2021 (and beyond), have you considered holding a
gospel seminar by a guest revivalist/evangelist for your church and community?
Experiencing life in Christ and sharing His life-saving gospel truths with others are why we all
are here. We offer gospel seminars to help churches be revived, equipped, and growing in the
Lord – expanding the borders of God’s kingdom!
Our seminars (both live and digital) range from weekend events, week-long, and even multiweek events. The focus of a seminar may be on revival, equipping the church for better service,
or reaching out to gather souls for eternity (often a bit of each occurs no matter what).
Please take some prayerful moments to consider which seminar(s) might be a great fit for your
2021 soul-saving plans. Let us know your thoughts! Send us your inquiries.
Blessings in your 2021 evangelistic planning and life-saving efforts!
Sincerely,
Your brother in Christ,
Ben Burkhardt
707-548-5477
burkhardt.ccm@gmail.com
www.clearcallministries.com

CATALOG CONTENTS
•

•

Weekend and Week-long Seminars – Seed-sowing and Training Events (T)
o Christian Time Management Seminar, p.2
o Church Outreach Training Seminar, p.2 (T)
o Creation Seminar, p.2
o Daniel 11 and Revelation’s Last Day Events / “Fitness for the Crisis,” p.3
o History and Relevance of the Bible, Seminar, p.3
o Practical Revival Topics, p.3
o Prayer Seminar, p.4
o Select Prophecy Studies, p.4
Multi-week Seminars – Reaping Events
o Revelation’s Hope for This Hour – Prophecy Seminar, p.5
o Sanctuary Prophecies – Prophecy Seminar (themed around the Sanctuary), p.5
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WEEKEND AND WEEK-LONG EVENTS
Many of these seminars below range from 3 to 5 parts in total. They can include additional talks
and features when presented in a week-long event. On weekend events the 3 to 5 parts can be
planned in or scaled back depending on the thrust of the weekend and the church’s preference.

Christian Time Management Seminar – “A Time for Everything”
This time and life management seminar is a great help for empowering
the saints for better service, as well as for reaching out to others. The
speaker has studied this topic at the masters class level, and is
personally implementing its principles with growing and great
success.
One said of this seminar, “It was a lot more interesting and helpful than I even imagined it would
be!” Positive feedback came from many others as well.
Some titles are: “Understanding and Relating to Time” “Stewardship of Time – A Christian
Perspective” “Value-driven Time and Life Management” “The Power and Practice of Goals”
“Practical Time Management – Tools for Success”

Church Outreach Training Seminar
This seminar draws much from the speaker’s outreach training, Bible work, and evangelism
experience, sharing principles outlined in the Bible, Spirit of Prophecy, real life situations, and
other key studies and literature. The content of this seminar will be tailored more to your
church’s special need. It focuses on equipping the saints for better service! After a consultation
with your church pastor and/or ministry leaders the best training focus and topics will be
ascertained. Get your church prepared for more effective outreach!
Topics range from Bible study outreach, door to door, gaining decisions, effective evangelistic
planning and cycles, literature ministry, friendship evangelism, prayer and personal preparation
for soul-winning, soul-winning inspiration, organization, strategic planning, theological sword
sharpening, functioning as a body of Christ, and so forth!

Creation Seminar – “Created for so much more!”
This seminar focuses on a call to worship our Creator, explaining the
biblical and practical evidence for creation. It calls attendees to the
realization that God is our Creator, and to our need for deeper and
continued study of His word and the evidences of His love and truth
all around us.
Some titles are: “Created for so much more!” “Noah’s Flood and the Evidence” “Babel and
Beyond (God’s purpose in a multicultural world)” And more!
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Daniel 11 and Last Day Events / “Fitness for the Crisis”
This seminar focuses on studying prophecy more deeply to understand our place in time and
what's ahead. It’s mostly designed for SDAs with some background. Though others could benefit
too, with encouragement to study more deeply on ideas presented. It also provides practical
truths on abiding in Christ. The principles of letting the Bible be its own interpreter and
comparing scripture with scripture are especially employed. We want to avoid all speculation.
Some titles are: “Daniel 11 and Revelation’s Last Day Events” “Last Day Events – A Closer
Look” and related prophecies.
A related practical and spiritual-life focused last day seminar is “Fitness for the Crisis.” This
seminar focuses especially on not only knowing what to expect in the last days, or the order of
events given in prophecy, but more on how we need to stand in Christ and His truths during the
last days. This one focuses more specifically on heart and life preparation / being spiritually “fit”
for what is ahead of us. A practical blending of these teachings can be shared in the seminar.

History and Relevance of the Bible, Seminar – “Word of God
Speak”
This seminar has a very special appeal for our day and time. As the
devil is seeking to destroy faith in God’s word all around, Christians
are in need of anchoring their faith upon the solid rock of God’s
word! This seminar helps to anchor the faith of the saints and to
gather interests and seekers for further study and connection with
your church.
Feedback from this seminar has been excellent! One pastor commented, “This has been the most
balanced and straightforward talk on this subject I’ve ever heard!”
Some titles are: “A Divine Recipe for Revival (Words from Heaven)” “Bible History Timeline
and the Growth of Inspired Content” “Jesus, the Apostles, and the Bible of Today” “Story of the
Manuscripts” “Battle of the Bibles (Understanding English Translations)”

Practical Revival Topics – Revival Focused Events
Ben is a firm believer in prayerful, studied Christian living, rooted in God’s word, trusting in
Christ's righteousness. He enjoys teaching on these topics and many related to them. You may
wish for a special weekend seminar that focuses on spiritual revival for the church, the biblical
keys for spiritual growth, Christ’s righteousness, God’s calls to come home to Him, improved
family and church family health, and so forth. In that case, choosing a seminar with this kind of
focus would be an excellent choice!
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Prayer Seminar – “Dear God”
This seminar is about enriching our prayer life, bringing us closer
to God. Many have found it to be eye-opening, faith-inspiring, and
sparking the flames of intelligent and fervent prayer life!
Some titles are: “The Necessity of Prayer” “Prayer that works
(Principles for effective prayer)” “Teach us How to Pray” “Great Prayers of the Bible”

Select Prophecy Studies – Sword-sharpening Seminars
How many Adventists feel like they’ve heard the basics from Revelation Seminars but since then
have forgotten the details or lacked in-depth study and focus on the prophecies? Do any feel like
they’ve been left at the mercy of every “wind of doctrine” on prophecy floating around out
there? How many have sat in churches hearing that we teach and promote the “three angels’
messages” but haven’t nearly the slightest clue how to understand, promote, or explain those
views to others? For these reasons, deeper study of the prophecies among our people is in order.
The speaker has had the privilege of years of deep study and repeated in-depth teaching on
prophecy from the books of Daniel, Revelation, and elsewhere. He has series covering every
single verse in each book, the Sanctuary and its relationship, and the three angels’ messages.
Having traveled widely and heard the story and questions of many Adventists from all around, he
is keenly aware of our need for deeper study of the prophecies, and the reviving effect that such
has on our lives. In this seminar, the chance is given for deeper study on key prophecies that hold
great importance for not only Adventists today and our mission, but for the whole world!
This seminar can be geared for community outreach specifically or for a primarily Adventist
crowd who are seeking to understand our prophetic message more deeply. The speaker has much
experience in sharing these prophecies in numerous settings and audiences.
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MULTI-WEEK EVENTS – Reaping Events
Revelation’s Hope for This Hour – Prophecy Seminar
This is your standard Revelation Seminar of 22 to 24 messages. Ben has taught
this seminar and these lessons many times in North America, Asia, and Africa
with the special blessing of God’s Spirit and witnessed wonderful blessings
from the Lord in result. The fruit comes from God and His power. We pray for
it, preach the message, encourage and help people in their decision process for
Jesus, and rejoice in the decisions made.

Sanctuary Prophecies – A Sanctuary-based Prophecy Seminar (on
Daniel and Revelation)
This seminar is a varied approach to the standard prophecy seminar. It covers all
the same essential topics, digging deep into the prophecies of Daniel and
Revelation, as usual, yet viewing every truth from a different angle, in light of
its relationship to the Sanctuary. Scripture comes to life in fresh, connected,
harmonious light. Souls give all to Jesus as the Spirit and Word beckon.
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